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About This Software

Test your PC's performance with 3DMark, the world's most popular gaming benchmark and graphics test. Featuring six
stunning real-time graphics and physics tests, 3DMark 11 is the industry standard performance test for DirectX 11 graphics

cards and gaming PCs.

Hundreds of press publications use 3DMark to test graphics cards, processors, gaming PCs, notebooks and laptops. Now you
can too!

New PC?

Run 3DMark to test your system for stability and performance.

Looking for better performance?

Use 3DMark to measure the effect of tweaking settings or overclocking your system.

Planning an upgrade?

Compare 3DMark scores and see which components offer the best bang for your buck.

Notice: 3DMark 11 requires a DirectX 11 compatible video card, and Windows Vista or Windows 7. Use 3DMark
Vantage for DirectX 10 systems.
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Key Features

Easy to use, no technical knowhow needed.

Professional grade, industry standard benchmark from Futuremark, the test experts.

Includes four graphics tests, a physics test and a combined graphics and physics test.

Demo mode featuring an evocative soundtrack by Pedro Macedo Camacho.

Note: The 64 bit version of this software does not currently run in the Steam beta client.
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Title: 3DMark 11
Genre: Utilities
Developer:
UL
Publisher:
UL
Release Date: 2 Oct, 2012
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English,Finnish,German,Traditional Chinese
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Am only part way through story mode, but am having a blast playing this. The typical high-low card matching is nicely blended
in to the campy noir hard-boiled detective story. The power ups are fun and definitely necessary to get a 100% on even some of
the earlier areas if you are a completist like me. Well worth $7 IMHO.. One of the best city builder games of all time. 100+
hours worth of gameplay, the tone is more serious than Zeus by comparison.

Pros:
- Detailed gameplay, with potential to build massive, hugely developed cities
- Probably the Sierra city builder with the most intricate cities to build, and the longest levels
- Huge amount of voice acting, much of which provides levity during long levels
- Makes great use of its setting, with gameplay focused on utilising the Nile, benefits of Egyptian gods, and building a city with
resources such as papyrus, linen and figs, and the opportunity to create world famous Egyptian monuments such as the Pyramids
of Giza and Sphinx.
- Expansion pack adds further missions and gameplay additions, and variety.

Cons:
- Some features of gameplay not as polished as in later Impressions Games titles - trying to navigate walkers and ensure industry
access to workflow is a bit unrefined
- Gameplay can be a little formulaic - once you figure out how to construct a working city, you will follow similar formulas each
time with only minor variations
- At times the game can seem a little unfair, especially on higher difficulties. Compared to later Sierra games, the inability to
request goods from other cities or conquer them when they can do the same to you can be a little grating.
- Features from expansion are not present at all in base game - while playing Pharaoh, Cleopatra may as well not exist.

Overall, I would strongly recommend this game to fans of strategy games and the ancient world alike. Pharaoh is a deep and
varied game, with a fascinating setting Impressions Games makes good use of.. Game is abandoned for two years. News feed
does not work. Sharing does not work. Nice artwork but far too easy.. The best adventure game I have played so far. The story is
interesting, and the puzzles are reasonably hard. Worst Game Ever!!!. Will not save locally or on cloud wtf?.. never in 20 years
have i encountered this problem!.. hopeless.. will be getting refund.
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Had issues to control the truck, my gamepad stick doesn't work in this game, coudln't use keyboard arrows too, had to configure
the old good awzs.
Really awful car controls.. Which make it almost impossible to play, surely not enjoyable to play.. This game is so fun, i feel
like a little kid. Weather Lord is a series of casual time management games, with Victor as a young hero able to manipulate the
weather. However, Victor wasn't always the hero there as previous games were showing more humans and less cute animals.

Remember my previous review on the series, which was Following the Princess? Well, The Successor's Path is just the game
before it. It's chronicling how Victor came to the throne of his kingdom, by defeating his evil Uncle Wagner. Beginning in your
land, you're going to visit different landscapes. I'm currently in the snowed levels, however, given the fact that I've played little
of the game in the year, it's no wonder.

The gameplay is simple: you have several objectives per level and you have to fullfill them. To do that, Victor is as any hero of a
casual time management game, helped by his allies, the workers and the warriors. The workers are collecting resources (whether
they're scattered around or concentrated on one place): food, gold and wood. However, when fields, mines or forests are
emptied, you can make them growth again: either by sending a worker (mine) or by using a weather artifact (rain). To help you,
you can also build sawmills, mills, forges or houses (this building helps to hire more workers) and upgrade them.

But there are also obstacles and enemies. Some obstacles can be removed thanks to a weather element (sun or wind for
example). Enemies can be defeated by warriors or towers. A simple warrior will lose quickly health unless he's powered by the
right element when confronting an enemy: sun for goblin, thunder for shaman, wind for ghost, etc.. The towers have to be build
but there are only three kinds of them: sun, wind or thunder (needing the weather element to be activated and for a limited
time). Enemies can come like that or coming from their lairs that can be destroyed by your workers (but there is always one
enemy that will get out in the middle of it, be prepared to see your workers coming back to bases scared).

Altars can also be repaired and give bonus: stop time, faster workers, enemies in the level dying in one click, etc.. They're really
useful if you're aiming for a three stars scores. You'll also discover that you can repair buttons, barns, or growth crystals
(powered by sun) for the snowed levels, as there are no rain element available.

That's the core of The Successor's Path. But the game is quite difficult as I had to replay level 22 I don't know how many times
and to find finally the right strategy to get my three stars score. That's why I quit the game months ago, as there are ingame
achievements.

The graphics are nice and the characters are quite cute... I mean Victor and its allies because others are disgusting (like the
octopus monster). The soundtrack is also pleasant.

However, what is missing is the achievements: some of the games have them like Royal Holidays and Following the Princess. I
don't understand why this one didn't benefit of a little update for Steam achievements. I also prefer the new system of having
your elements in a bar to the one in this game which have the elements scattered around: sometimes, it's hard to see them. But
given the fact that the Successor's Path is an early game, I will not really whine about it.

Really, the Successor's Path isn't bad, it's just that I've played latter games and find them more appealing that this one because
of new mechanics. But it's still nice to follow Victor's life.

Also contrary to some users, I didn't experience crashes at level 12,15 or 20, so I suppose that it's fixed.
. This is a fantastic party game - quick intense battles, fun graphics and layers of competition. I've played it tons on Xbox and
even bought a fourth controller just for Goatpunks battles. Can't wait to see if this will come to Switch -. One of my favourite
childhood games. If you've never played this before, get it right now!. Crazy learning curve. Some really good puzzles and a lot
of dying...
great theme and all around awesome indie game.
I suggest you play this with a controller, the keyboard is a bit harder to control.

p.s. don't stab your bros.

Update 1.12: Copy & Paste / Selection Mode and UI Improvements:
Update 1.12:
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New features:

Selection mode in editor

Copy and Paste (Duplicate) selections

Delete selections

New nano-splitter segment allowing for more flexible cable placement

Updated:

UI improvements (Will be improved more over time - I noticed the problems and suggestions from the community
concerning the UI)

Tool-Tip improvements: The tool-tips while hovering a gate have been improved upon community feedback

Bugfixes:

 Cable placement in editor now works in both ways.

 Once triggering a bomb (and turning it off again) in build mode won't blow up the level any more when turning the
build mode off.

 Escaping the build mode now asks to save the level when necessary

. Possible UI and resolution fix:
Hello everyone!

I heard a common problem are resolutions different from 1080p monitors. I tried to implement a fix / patch for this problem,
and that has been released now. I would be glad if you would check out the new update and see if the problems are fixed now!
Sorry for the inconvenience!

All the best,
Mykon. Cuit Free to play!:
Hello everyone!

I have decided to make Cuit Free-To-Play now, as I sadly have no time left supporting this application anymore (for quite a
while already, actually). Hope some of you still find joy in solving the puzzles. I admit that the UI is to be improved (to say the
least), but yeah... Maybe one day I'll have the time to get back to it or make a sequel with more of a budget (or rather any budget
at all).

Greetings!
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